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On October 1, 2017, a gunman in Las Vegas fired thousands of rounds of ammunition from the 32nd floor of Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino upon a defenseless crowd of outdoor concert attendees.\(^2\) The attack lasted for nearly eleven minutes; killing fifty-eight and wounding hundreds.\(^3\) Among the dozens of weapons recovered at the shooter’s position of attack were AR-15 rifles equipped with after-market bump stock attachments that enabled the semi-automatic rifles to replicate automatic fire at a rate of approximately four hundred rounds per minute.\(^4\) At the time of the mass shooting, there were numerous variations of these attachments available for purchase on the web and in retail stores.\(^5\)

The bump stock’s market entry stemmed from decades of advancements in weapons technology juxtaposed with outdated legislation aimed at curtailing the use and ownership of a twentieth-century percipience of a “machinegun.”\(^6\) In a 2010 letter responding to a bump stock variant manufacturer’s request for a classification of its product, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (“ATF”) declared that the bump stock was not regulated under federal law because the attachment did not convert a non-regulated semi-automatic weapon into a regulated “machinegun,” as defined by the National Firearms Act of 1934 (“NFA”).\(^7\) Following the ATF’s controversial classification, the firearms industry surged with devices aimed to circumvent antiquated federal firearms laws.\(^8\)

Despite the 2010 ATF determination, Congress neither amended the NFA nor enacted legislation to effectively ban the sale of bump stocks in interstate commerce prior to the Las Vegas shooting.\(^9\) Critics of congressional inaction blame a stymied partisan effort to block the introduction of any firearm legislation in the face of


potential backlash from the National Rifle Association. Following the Las Vegas attack, some members of Congress proposed a bill to effectively amend the NFA to include bump stocks as regulated "firearms." The bill required bump stock owners to "register [the] device with the Secretary of the Treasury and include . . . the information required" under section 26 U.S.C. § 5841(a). The bill was met with immediate reluctance as some members of Congress shifted responsibility and called on the ATF to review its 2010 determination that the bump stock attachment complied with federal law.

In December of 2017, the ATF took preliminary steps to regulate bump stocks under the NFA by publishing an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) in order to seek public input about the practicality of a broadened interpretation of the term “machinegun.” Three months later, the Department of Justice submitted a notice of a proposed regulation to the Office of Management and Budget “to clarify that the definition of ‘machinegun’ in the National Firearms Act and Gun Control Act includes bump stock type devices.” On December 18, 2018, Acting Attorney General Matthew Whitaker announced that the Department of Justice had amended the regulations” of the ATF in order to formally classify bump stocks as illicit “machineguns.” Hours after the announcement, Gun Owners of America indicated that it would initiate a lawsuit against the ATF. Because the most recent bump stock classification is glaringly inconsistent with the federal statutory definition of a “machinegun,” it remains unclear as to whether the ATF’s final rule will survive a legal challenge.

This Note advocates that Congress, rather than an executive agency, should take action in order to effectively impose nationwide bump stock regulations. The federal machinegun laws were enacted at a time when innovative weapons attachments such as bump stocks were non-existent. Furthermore, the legislative history of the NFA

---

indicates that Congress fully considered the ramifications of confining the term "machinegun" to weapons which fire multiple shots with a single pull of the trigger. Because the current "machinegun" definition reflects Congress's intent to regulate fully-automatic weapons, the ATF's novel construction of the NFA should not be upheld.

This Note does not advocate for a per se ban of bump stocks. Rather, it advocates for the imposition of a legislative amendment to the categorical term "firearm," which would make bump stocks subject to the provisions of the National Firearms Act. Part I of this Note discusses the current powers afforded to the ATF and provides an analysis of the ATF's 2010 classification of the bump stock. Next, the analysis addresses the alleged authority of the ATF to regulate bump stocks under the current federal firearms statutes and advocates that an overreaching administrative interpretation of the current statutory "machinegun" definition is unlawful. Finally, Part III advocates that Congress should promulgate a new category of NFA-regulated firearms similar to California's statutorily defined "trigger activating devices" in order to effectively regulate bump stocks.

I. ATF AUTHORITY AND 2010 BUMP STOCK RULING

A. Overview of Federal Firearms Laws

The National Firearms Act was enacted in 1934 as an effort to curb prohibition-era gun violence. The law levied an excise tax on the manufacture, sale, and transfer of certain categorically defined "firearms." In addition, the Act required owners of regulated "firearms" to register their firearms with the Secretary of the Treasury. Initially, the definition of "firearms" included shotguns and rifles having barrels of less than eighteen inches in length, certain firearms described as "any other weapons," machineguns, and firearm mufflers and silencers. In 1968, Congress expanded the category of NFA-regulated firearms by adding "destructive

---

22 See Slide Fire Letter, supra note 7.
27 See National Firearms Act of 1934 § 2.
28 Id. § 1(a).
devices.” Section 12 of the NFA originally granted “[t]he Commissioner [of the Internal Revenue Service], with the approval of the Secretary [of the Treasury], [the authority to] prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary for carrying the provisions of this Act into effect.” In 2002, Congress transferred the authority to the Director of the ATF in coordination with the Attorney General of the United States.

Following recurring instances of gun violence, Congress took further measures to curb gun violence with the promulgation of the Gun Control Act of 1968 (“GCA”). Among other things, the GCA “established a set of requirements designed to allow the chain of commerce for any given firearm to be traced from its manufacture or import through its first sale by a retail dealer.” The GCA established a minimum age for purchasers of firearms, required that all firearms be affixed with a serial number, and expanded the categories of prohibited possessors of firearms. However, the GCA did not impose any further registration requirements for firearms that were not categorized under the NFA. Accordingly, the vast majority of commonly owned handguns and rifles are currently excluded from the NFA’s ownership restrictions and taxation implications.

B. Powers afforded to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

The ATF is largely responsible for the effective administration of federal firearms laws, including the National Firearms Act and the Gun Control Act of 1968. Anyone wishing to engage in the activity of importing, manufacturing, or dealing in firearms, or manufacturing or importing ammunition, must first obtain a federal firearms license from the ATF. Once a license is issued, the responsibility to fully comply with federal firearms laws and regulations lies with the licensee.

30 National Firearms Act of 1934 § 12.
33 Anthony A. Braga et al., The Illegal Supply of Firearms, 29 CRIME & JUST. 319, 322 (2002).
35 See id. § 5845.
36 See 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a) (2012); Lee Ford-Tritt, Dispatches From the Trenches of America’s Great Gun Trust Wars, 108 NW. U. L. REV. COLLOQUIY 154, 159. (“Title I firearms primarily include, but are not limited to, rifles, shotguns, and handguns --the vast majority of firearms owned in America. These weapons can be single shot, bolt action, and even semiautomatic. Title I firearms are not generally regulated by the federal government and so they do not require the NFA transfer tax or application process.”); Smith, supra note 61 at 230 (noting that the majority of firearms in circulation, such as handguns, rifles, and shotguns, are not Title II firearms).
The Firearms and Ammunition Technology Division ("FATD") of the ATF is "responsible for technical determinations concerning types of firearms approved for importation into the United States and for rendering opinions regarding the classification of suspected illegal firearms and newly designed firearms." From time to time, the "ATF publishes [FATD] rulings [on its website] to promote uniform application of the laws and regulations it administers." Rulings do not have the force and effect of Department of Justice regulations, but they may be used as precedents until they are subsequently overruled. In addition to public rulings, the ATF submits private classification letters or "letter rulings," as a means to make specific decisions concerning the legality of firearms and ammunition. Although firearms manufacturers are not required by law to obtain letter rulings, the ATF encourages manufacturers to seek an agency classification before producing firearms.

Letter rulings are only available upon request and are generally based on previous rulings, court decisions, the GCA, and the NFA. The agency’s letter rulings "may generally be relied upon by their recipients as the agency’s official position concerning the status of the firearms under Federal firearms laws." However, the ATF does not generally release these letters to the public. Therefore, it is difficult for third-party gun manufacturers, designers, and dealers to make informed judgments about the agency’s evolving legal interpretations of the NFA or GCA.

C. "Machineguns" under the NFA

As mentioned previously, the NFA imposes owner registration and tax requirements on certain categories of firearms. Currently, "machineguns" fall within the auspices of the NFA as a category of firearms. A "machinegun" is statutorily defined as "any weapon which shoots, is designed to shoot, or can be readily restored to shoot, automatically more than one shot, without manual

42 Id.
45 See id.
46 Id.
48 See ATF NATIONAL FIREARMS ACT HANDBOOK, supra note 44, at 42.
49 See 26 U.S.C. § 5811(a) (2012) (codifying the tax implications of transferring a firearm under the National Firearms Act); id. § 5841 (imposing registration requirements on certain firearms).
reloading, by a single function of the trigger.” From a plain reading of the statute, a high rate of fire does not conclusively categorize a firearm as a “machinegun.” Rather, the way in which the weapon fires after the trigger is pulled is determinative. Domestic ownership of a machinegun is severely limited. It is currently illegal for any person to transfer or possess a machinegun unless the person lawfully owned the gun prior to the enactment of the Firearm Owners’ Protection Act of 1986.

For machineguns manufactured before May 19, 1986, possession is lawful as long as the tax and registration requirements of the NFA are met. The NFA imposes a $200 excise tax on each transfer of a machinegun and requires all machineguns not in the possession or under the control of the U.S. government to be registered with the treasury department. An unlicensed individual may, with ATF approval, acquire a machinegun from its lawful owner residing in the same state as the individual. However, the transferor must first file an ATF application, which includes detailed information on the respective weapon to be transferred. As of April 2017, there were approximately 630,000 machineguns registered in the National Firearms Act Registry.

The unlawful possession of NFA firearms, whether actual or constructive, comes with “strictly enforced criminal penalties.” An unlawful machinegun possessor may face a fine of up to $250,000, up to ten years in prison, and the forfeiture of the weapon and any ‘vessel, vehicle, or aircraft’ used to conceal or convey the firearm.” In other words, machinegun ownership is illegal unless the ATF has explicitly granted an individual with permission to own the weapon and the weapon was manufactured before May 19, 1986.

Prior to the ATF’s recent regulation, bump stock owners were not subject to the machinegun ownership restrictions of the Firearm Owners’ Protection Act or the tax
implications of the NFA. Among other things, the ATF’s final rule “clarifies that the definition of ‘machinegun’ in the Gun Control Act (GCA) and National Firearms Act (NFA) includes bump-stock-type devices.” The implications are unsettling for bump stock owners and manufacturers alike. Because bump stock variants were not in circulation prior to 1986, bump stock ownership is now effectively banned under the Firearm Owners’ Protection Act. As a result, bump stock owners are required to either destroy the devices or surrender them to the nearest ATF office by March 26, 2019. Any bump stock possessor thereafter will be subject to the restrictions imposed by the GCA and NFA. The severity of the ATF’s final rule becomes even more unsettling when one becomes familiar with the bump stock’s semi-automatic functionality.

D. Bump Firing: A Rapid-fire Technique Advanced by Innovation

Generally speaking, “bump firing” is a technique whereby the shooter uses a semi-automatic weapon’s recoil to depress the trigger mechanism and “fire multiple shots in rapid succession.” The technique enables the shooter to fire the weapon at a faster rate than by an unaided pull of the trigger by the shooter’s finger alone. As the trigger is “pulled” by the shooter’s finger and the gun discharges, a bullet is propelled forward from the weapon’s receiver, and kinetic energy is transferred back toward the shooter under Newtonian principles of equal and opposite reaction. Although the recoil pushes the gun backward after a shot is fired, the shooter can effectively depress the trigger again and fire off another round by applying forward pressure to the weapon and allowing the trigger to collide with the shooter’s finger. “Bump firing” can be performed without the aid of an aftermarket stock. However, the technique is difficult to perfect and the shooter’s accuracy is seriously

---

64 See id. (codifying the machinegun ownership restrictions of the Gun Control Act); 26 U.S.C. § 5811(a) (2012) (codifying the tax implications of transferring a firearm under the National Firearms Act).  
65 Bump Stocks, supra note 16.  
68 Id. at 66,515.  
70 See id.  
72 See D. Arthur Kelsey, The Laws of Physics & the Physics of Laws, 25 REGENT U.L. REV. 89, 93 (2012) (“Newton’s Third Law of Motion provides that all forces come in opposing pairs. For each action (better thought of as a force) we should expect to see an equal and opposite reaction.”).  
74 Id.
undermined because it is difficult to maintain the weapon against the shooter’s shoulder while firing. An aftermarket bump stock facilitates the rapid firing technique while allowing the weapon to be placed against the shooter’s shoulder in a relatively steadier aiming position. When the weapon is initially fired, the attachment manipulates the weapon’s recoil and enables the weapon to slide backward, thereby removing the shooter’s finger from the trigger. If a shooter applies timely forward pressure, the weapon slides forward relative to the shooter’s stabilized firing hand and the weapon discharges again when the trigger “bumps” the shooter’s finger. With the attachment of a bump stock, a semi-automatic weapon can simulate automatic rates of fire by multiple functions of the trigger in rapid succession.

In 2010, the ATF declined to categorize a bump fire stock variant as an NFA-regulated firearm in a private letter to Slide Fire Solutions. Applying the plain language of 26 U.S.C. § 5845, the agency determined that a Slide Fire stock merely modified an unregulated semi-automatic weapon, rather than transforming it into a regulated machinegun. The agency noted that although a semi-automatic weapon’s rate of fire could be dramatically increased with the attachment of Slide Fire’s device, the weapon maintained the ability to fire only one round of ammunition per function of the trigger. When using a bump stock, a separate function of the trigger occurs each time the trigger collides with the shooter’s finger. As such, the ATF declined to categorize the product as a “machinegun” under the NFA or a machinegun conversion device under the GCA.

II. BUMP STOCKS UNDER FIRE: FITTING A SQUARE PEG IN A ROUND HOLE

Almost immediately after the Las Vegas attack, the ATF faced public scrutiny from the NRA and members of Congress for its previous bump stock classification. As a result, the agency took preliminary measures to regulate bump stocks by submitting an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to seek public input about the practical impacts of broadening the interpretation of the statutory term “machinegun.” Shortly thereafter, the Department of Justice submitted “a notice of

---

75 See id. (discussing the alternative “bump firing” techniques and their attendant safety and accuracy issues).
76 Id.
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79 See id. at 66,546.
80 Slide Fire Letter, supra note 7.
81 See id.
82 See id.
83 See id.
85 See Mosendz, supra note 10; Shabad, supra note 13.
a proposed regulation to clarify that the definition of 'machinegun' in the National Firearms Act and Gun Control Act includes bump stock type devices, and that federal law accordingly prohibits the possession, sale, or manufacture of such devices.87 Finally, on December 26, 2018, the ATF published a final rule in the Federal Register to effectively ban the ownership of bump stock devices.88

Despite the ATF's promulgation of the "machinegun" regulation, a definitive bump stock ban could take years to finalize. In the days following the announcement of the final rule, the Gun Owners of America sought an injunction to prevent the ban from going forward.89 As it stands, it is unclear as to whether a reviewing court will uphold the agency action. The ATF's final rule significantly alters the longstanding "machinegun" definition by construing the phrase "automatically" to mean "functioning as the result of a self-acting or self-regulating mechanism that allows the firing of multiple rounds through a single function of the trigger."90 In addition, the phrase "single function of the trigger" now means "a single pull of the trigger and analogous motions."91 It is debatable as to whether these additional descriptions add any clarity to the meaning of the federal "machinegun" definition.

Of particular importance, the ATF's final rule specifically expands the term "machinegun" to encompass "bump-stock-type devices."92 The term "bump-stock-type device" is construed as:

[A] device that allows a semi-automatic firearm to shoot more than one shot with a single pull of the trigger by harnessing the recoil energy of the semi-automatic firearm to which it is affixed so that the trigger resets and continues firing without additional physical manipulation of the trigger by the shooter.93

By incorporating the term "bump-stock-type device" into the definition of "machinegun," the final rule broadens the traditional scope and construction of the NFA.94 It is incontrovertible that "an agency may not rewrite clear statutory terms to suit its own sense of how the statute should operate."95 Thus, the ATF likely faces an uphill battle in convincing a court that its bump stock regulation is lawful.

91 Id.
92 Id. at 66,515.
93 Id. at 66,553–54.
Should a Court Afford Any Deference to the ATF’s Bump Stock Regulation?

Agencies are generally granted deference when promulgating regulations due to their superior knowledge of the subject matter. However, the amount of deference a court affords to an agency when it interprets a statute differs according to the facts. When faced with the matter, a reviewing court will initially determine whether to afford Chevron deference to the ATF in its interpretation of the statutory definition of “machinegun.”

Chevron deference affords wide discretion to agencies by courts—an interpretation owed such deference is binding unless it is unreasonable. This level of deference is generally appropriate “when it appears that Congress delegated authority to the agency generally to make rules carrying the force of law, and that the agency interpretation claiming deference was promulgated in the exercise of that authority.” Because the ATF maintains the authority to make rules carrying the force of law, and the final rule at issue was promulgated in the agency’s exercise of that authority, Chevron deference appears appropriate at first glance.

When applying Chevron to an agency statutory interpretation, a court must decide “(1) whether the statute unambiguously forbids the Agency’s interpretation, and, if not, (2) whether the interpretation, for other reasons, exceeds the bounds of the permissible.” At step one of the analysis, the evaluating court asks “whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise question at issue.” If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; for the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.” If the statute is ambiguous, courts proceed to step two, and the question becomes “whether the agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.” In ascertaining whether the agency’s interpretation is a permissible construction, a court must look to the structure and language of the statute as a whole.

Scholarly debate has surrounded the seemingly subjective application of step one of Chevron. Critics maintain that, in many cases, statutory ambiguity is largely

---

98 See Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842–43.
99 See id. at 844.
100 Mead, 533 U.S. at 226–27.
101 18 U.S.C. § 926(a) (2012) (granting the authority to prescribe “only such rules and regulations as are necessary to carry out provisions of” the GCA); 26 U.S.C. § 7805(a) (2012) (granting the authority to prescribe all “needful rules and regulations for the enforcement of” the NFA); see Astrue v. Capato ex rel. B.N.C., 566 U.S. 541, 558 (2012) (noting that Chevron deference is generally appropriate when Congress delegated authority to the agency, generally, to make rules carrying the force of law and the agency interpretation was promulgated in the exercise of that authority).
103 Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842.
104 Id. at 842–43.
105 Id. at 843.
decided by an indeterminate standard of judicial discretion. Courts have differed in their respective approaches by applying numerous interpretive tools at step one of the analysis, including "legislative history, canons, dictionaries, legislative purpose, and pragmatic judgments." Arguably, the plain language of 26 U.S.C. § 5845 unambiguously expresses Congress's intent. Therefore, the ATF should not be afforded any deference to a subsequent interpretation of the statute.

From a linguistic perspective of the statutory definition of "machinegun," Congress confined its focus to the regulation of automatic weapons which disburse multiple rounds of ammunition from a single trigger function. A bump stock attachment does not enable continuous firing by a single function of the trigger. When using a bump stock, a separate function of the trigger occurs each time the trigger collides with the shooter's finger. In other words, each time the weapon fires and recoils, the shooter's finger is temporarily disengaged from the trigger. The weapon only discharges another round when the trigger is subsequently engaged by the shooter's stabilized finger. Thus, a bump stock attachment merely permits a shooter to engage in a series of rapid individual "pulls" or "functions" of the trigger each time the weapon is fired.

Another point of contention is the "machinegun" statute's "automatic" firing requirement. It can be conceded that bump stocks permit semi-automatic firearms to "mimic" automatic fire. However, a weapon's rate of fire is not determinative of its status as a "machinegun." Few courts have been tasked with interpreting the term "automatic," as it relates to the statutory "machinegun" definition. However, the limited number of courts interpreting the statute seem to find little trouble in applying the term "automatic" because the statutory text is clear. The Sixth Circuit, for example, has opined that "[t]he plain language of the statute defines a machinegun as any part or device that allows a gunman to pull the trigger once and thereby discharge the firearm repeatedly." The Supreme Court has similarly recognized that a weapon is considered "automatic" when it "fires repeatedly with a single pull of the trigger." That is, "once its trigger is depressed, the weapon will..."

\footnote{See, e.g., id. at 794 & n.10.}
\footnote{Id. at 794-95.}
\footnote{26 U.S.C. § 5845(b) (2012).}
\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{Contra id. at 66,532.}
\footnote{26 U.S.C. § 5845(b) (2012) (defining "machinegun"); see also id. § 5845(a) (including machineguns in the NFA's definition of a firearm); 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(23) (2012) (defining machinegun by referencing to the NFA's definition).}
\footnote{See 26 U.S.C. § 5845(b) (2012).}
\footnote{Akins v. United States, 312 F. App'x 197, 201 (11th Cir. 2009).}
\footnote{Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600, 602 n.1 (1994) ("As used here, the terms 'automatic' and 'fully automatic' refer to a weapon that fires repeatedly with a single pull of the trigger. That is, once its trigger is depressed, the weapon will automatically continue to fire until its trigger is released or the...")}
automatically continue to fire until its trigger is released or the ammunition is exhausted." Finally, the Seventh Circuit has construed the phrase “automatic” to designate “how the discharge of multiple rounds from a weapon occurs: as the result of a self-acting mechanism.” The court explained that the “self-acting mechanism” is “set in motion by a single function of the trigger.”

From the foregoing, it becomes clear that the courts have attempted to describe the term “automatic” with comparable verbosity. For the purpose of the respective courts’ analyses, the term “automatic” specifies the continuous rate of fire that results from a single, uninterrupted depression of the trigger. As mentioned previously, a bump stock does not permit a shooter to completely exhaust the weapon’s ammunition with one “pull” or “function” of the trigger. Rather, the trigger must be manually depressed by the shooter’s finger before the weapon can discharge an additional round of ammunition. By contrast, a conventional “machinegun” maintains the ability to fire multiple rounds in succession as the result of a one-time, continuous trigger pull. When one asks whether a bump stock is a machinegun, the statute answers with a definitive “no.”

The limited congressional hearings surrounding the promulgation of the NFA are further instructive as to the wholistic meaning of the statutory “machinegun” definition. Congressional hearings over the NFA took place in April and May of 1934. The initial proposed “machinegun” definition was analyzed during a hearing of the House of Representatives’ Committee on Ways and Means in a discussion between Congressman Samuel B. Hill and then-president of the NRA, Karl T. Frederick. The suggested definition was devoid of its current “single function of the trigger” clause, and included language intended to encompass both automatic and semi-automatic weapons designed to shoot “twelve or more shots without reloading.”

ammunition is exhausted. Such weapons are ‘machineguns’ within the meaning of the Act. We use the term ‘semiautomatic’ to designate a weapon that fires only one shot with each pull of the trigger, and which requires no manual manipulation by the operator to place another round in the chamber after each round is fired.”).
During the hearing, Frederick proffered that:

The distinguishing feature of a machine gun is that by a single pull of the trigger the gun continues to fire as long as there is any ammunition in the belt or in the magazine. Other guns require a separate pull of the trigger for every shot fired, and such guns are not properly designated as machine guns.130

When pressed by Congressman Hill as to the purpose of the inclusion of the "single function of the trigger" language, Frederick maintained that the single trigger function was "the essence of a machine gun."131 If the phrase were not implemented, an "ordinary repeating rifle" could be regarded as a machinegun.132

Following the hearing, Congress revised the definition in apparent agreement with Frederick’s notion and ratified the first federal “machinegun” statute on June 26, 1934.133 The final definition disposed of the “12-shot capacity” language and added the “single function of the trigger” clause.134 The statute codified “machinegun” to mean “any weapon which shoots, or is designed to shoot, automatically or semi-automatically, more than one shot, without manual reloading, by a single function of the trigger.”135

In 1954, Congress amended the NFA with its promulgation of the Internal Revenue Code.136 The Internal Revenue Code, however, retained the original wording of the NFA’s “machinegun” definition.137 With the addition of the Gun Control Act of 1968, Congress definitively amended the original NFA definition of “machinegun,” by removing the “semi-automatically” phrase.138 Furthermore, the GCA broadened the term “machinegun” to include “the frame or receiver of any such weapon,” “any combination of parts designed and intended for use in converting a weapon into a machinegun,” and “any combination of parts from which a machinegun can be assembled.”139 Finally, with the Firearm Owners’ Protection Act of 1986, Congress amended the “machinegun” definition to its current construction by substituting “any part designed and intended solely and exclusively, or combination of parts designed and intended, for use in converting a weapon into a
machinegun” for “any combination of parts designed and intended for use in converting a weapon into a machinegun.”

Based on the foregoing, the ATF’s unprecedented bump stock regulation contravenes the intent of the legislature. Congress did not intend for semi-automatic weapons to fall within the auspices of the NFA or accompanying machinegun regulations following the Gun Control Act of 1968. By removing the “semi-automatic” language from the statute, Congress recognized that semi-automatic weapons could never fire more than one shot from a single pull of the trigger. The record surrounding the NFA conclusively establishes that Congress extensively debated and ultimately recognized that a “single function of the trigger”—coupled with automatic firing—was essential to the makeup of a “machinegun.” If a weapon is deemed capable of firing more than one round from a single trigger pull, the weapon is no longer “semi-automatic.” At that point, the weapon is properly categorized as a “machinegun.” Accordingly, the addition of a bump stock does not alter a semi-automatic weapon to fire more than one round per trigger pull.

With the enactment of the NFA, Congress expressed its resolve to be the sole lexicographer of the term “machinegun” by its pronouncement: “[t]he term ‘machinegun’ means.” Had Congress intended the ATF to promulgate a contrary definition of “machinegun,” a “clarion statement to that effect likely would have been made in the legislation.” Neither the GCA nor the NFA afford such sweeping authority to an administrative agency. “In the context of an unambiguous statute,” a court “need not contemplate deferring to the agency’s interpretation.” Therefore, the ATF should be denied Chevron deference at step one of the analysis.

Even if a court finds that the statutory “machinegun” definition is ambiguous at step one, Chevron deference should nevertheless be denied because the ATF’s construction of the NFA is impermissible as a matter of statutory construction and public policy. Courts take various approaches to step two of the Chevron framework. Some courts appear to replicate the analysis at step one by looking to
conventional statutory sources including: (1) the terms or sections of the text of the statute, (2) the overall structure of the statute, (3) the legislative history, or (4) the court’s understanding of the purpose of the statute. Other courts “examine the reasoning process that lead[ed] to the agency’s interpretation.” One commentator suggests that the latter methodology is doctrinally analogous to the Administrative Procedure Act’s arbitrary and capricious standard of review. Accordingly, courts ascribing to this approach will likely determine whether the ATF engaged in a “reasoned” decision making process in promulgating the final rule.

From a cursory review of the bump stock regulation, it becomes clear that the ATF failed to provide a sound explanation for its policy reversal. A departure from precedent does not necessarily render an agency’s interpretation “unreasonable.” A sudden ill-conceived retraction, however, certainly negates a finding that the decision making process was “reasoned.” In support of its final rule, the ATF dubiously asserts that a semi-automatic weapon can be construed as an illicit machinegun if it “mimic[s] automatic fire.” As previously mentioned, the statutory “machinegun” definition makes no mention of the rate at which a weapon fires. Furthermore, the final rule dismisses the ATF’s longstanding policy without sound justification by stating that the agency’s bump stock classification decisions between 2008 and 2017 “did not reflect the best interpretation of ‘machinegun.’”

The ATF’s proffered explanations for the final rule do not amount to a reasoned legal analysis. Thus, it is difficult to imagine that the ATF’s final rule can be justified at either step of the Chevron analysis. The agency’s decision to regulate bump stocks is commendable in the wake of the Las Vegas attack. A definitive bump stock ban, however, could take years to finalize. Given the willingness of gun rights’ advocates to resort to litigation, and the seemingly unsettled application of the Chevron analysis, the fate of the ATF’s recent “machinegun” rule is entirely unclear.

### III. A Legislati ve Alternative

In the interim, Congress could definitively regulate bump stocks with an independent act of legislation, while remaining within the permissible bounds of the

---

151 Slocum, supra note 107, at 806.


153 Id. at 93–95 (noting that Chevron step two reversals are often functionally indistinguishable from reversals predicated on an agency’s failure to engage in reasoned decision making).
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Constitution. Although the Second Amendment has been interpreted to prevent the government from completely barring law abiding citizens from keeping and bearing arms for self-defense, it is axiomatic that “the right secured by the Second Amendment is not unlimited.” The Supreme Court has noted that the Second Amendment does not protect “a right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever in any manner whatsoever and for whatever purpose.” For instance, machinegun ownership restrictions have been challenged since the promulgation of the NFA, and every circuit court to hear the issue has held that the GCA’s machinegun ban does not violate the Second Amendment. In District of Columbia v. Heller, the Court held that statutes that encroach on the Second Amendment must be evaluated by some form of heightened scrutiny, as with other fundamental rights. However, the Court neglected to determine which form of scrutiny courts should apply to gun-regulating legislative regimes.

What remains clear is the Court’s approval of the “historical tradition of prohibiting the carrying of ‘dangerous and unusual weapons’” and affirmation that the Second Amendment protects weapons which are “in common use at the time.” Accordingly, Congress maintains a rational basis to regulate bump stocks via statute if such devices are construed as “dangerous and unusual.” Weapons with bump stock attachments are arguably more dangerous in their likely effects and use than commonly owned semi-automatic firearms because of their capability to fire rapidly with the added stability of the shooter’s shoulder. Moreover, it cannot be said that bump stocks are in “common use” by ordinary citizens given their relatively recent rise in popularity. With the wide range of latitude afforded to Congress to tax and regulate commerce, a well-drafted bill aimed at curtailing bump stock ownership could easily pass constitutional scrutiny. Because a court would be more inclined to uphold a legislative measure in this instance, Congress should amend the NFA to include an additional category of “firearms.”
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A. A Practical Approach: Adding a New Category of NFA Firearms

Since its initial inception, the NFA has been amended numerous times. Congress first amended the NFA in 1954 with the promulgation of the Internal Revenue Code.169 Congress again revised the NFA in response to the assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Robert F. Kennedy, by enacting Title II of the Gun Control Act of 1968.170 With the Firearm Owners’ Protection Act of 1986, Congress effectively rewrote the NFA and adopted the current statutory definition of “machinegun.”171 More recently, Congress amended the NFA with the Homeland Security Act and transferred the ATF from the Department of the Treasury to the Department of Justice.172

Because Congress has repeatedly revised the NFA in the wake of an evolving American society, it should not shy away from further pragmatic amendments in order to bring weapons capable of replicating automatic fire within the purview of federal regulation. Rather than attempting to regulate bump stocks under the guise of the “machinegun” statute, Congress should promulgate a new category of NFA “firearms” to include “multiburst trigger activators.”173

Currently, the NFA regulates categories of “firearms” such as machineguns, short barreled rifles, short barreled shotguns, suppressors, any other weapons, and destructive devices.174 As mentioned previously, all NFA firearms are controlled during their transfer from one person to another via ATF tax forms regardless of category.175 If Congress were to create a new category of “firearms” under the NFA to include “multiburst trigger activators,” bump stocks would be subject to the same strict requirements that currently apply to machineguns—including registration, taxation, and government approval of ownership. Congress has already expanded the definition of “firearms” under the NFA by adding the category of “destructive devices” to the list in 1968.176 Therefore, a further addition to the list of categorical “firearms” is not an unprecedented notion.

California recently adopted “multiburst trigger activator[s]” as a category of banned weapons within the territory.177 The California Penal Code defines “multiburst trigger activator” as “[a] device designed or redesigned to be attached to,
bump stock, or used in conjunction with, a semiautomatic firearm, which allows the firearm to discharge two or more shots in a burst by activating the device.\textsuperscript{178} The definition further includes bump stocks and other devices that move "the firearm in a back-and-forth motion" thereby "facilitating the rapid reset and activation of the trigger by a stationary finger."\textsuperscript{179} If Congress adopted an NFA category under "firearms" similar to California's iteration of "multiburst trigger activator" devices, the ATF would maintain explicit authority to regulate bump stocks and other devices intended to replicate automatic fire in semi-automatic weapons.

B. Why Amending the NFA Matters: Promoting Uniform Firearms Classifications

Congress should adopt a new category of "firearms" under the NFA because consistent application of the "machinegun" definition has been largely unattainable in the wake of innovative weapons.\textsuperscript{180} Regulatory gaps ultimately exist because the current federal firearms laws are aimed at regulating "machineguns" as they were understood in the mid-1980s. In the current state of political polarization, Congress has shied away from amending the NFA despite the repeated attempts by manufacturers to lawfully circumvent the federal firearms statutes. Modern firearm modifications can effectively enable a shooter to fire a weapon at the same rate as a conventional machinegun without turning the weapon into a regulated "machinegun." As demonstrated by the Las Vegas attack, the rapid fire enabled by these aftermarket devices poses a serious threat to public safety. The current federal machinegun definition and the ATF's recent final rule make no mention of the rate in which a weapon fires.\textsuperscript{181} Thus, the ATF remains constrained by an outdated statutory regime regardless of the ultimate fate of bump stock regulation.

Recent ATF rulings illustrate the risk associated with continued legislative inaction. In a 2004 letter to a private citizen, the ATF classified a small section of string attached to a semi-automatic weapon as a "machinegun."\textsuperscript{182} The letter noted that the string was "intended for use as a means for increasing the cycling rate of a semiautomatic weapon."\textsuperscript{183} Fortunately, the ATF subsequently retracted its colloquial "shoe string machinegun" classification by determining that "the string by itself is not a machinegun."\textsuperscript{184} Rather, "when the string is added to a semiautomatic
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firearm . . . the result is a firearm that fires automatically and consequently would be classified as a machinegun.”\textsuperscript{185}

The ATF similarly blundered in its initial classification of the “Akins Accelerator”\textsuperscript{186} in 2003.\textsuperscript{186} At issue was a device intended to increase the cyclic rate at which the trigger of a semi-automatic weapon could be actuated to discharge the weapon.\textsuperscript{187} Unlike conventional bump stocks, the Akins accelerator used an internal spring to manipulate the weapon’s recoil so that a shooter could engage the trigger once and initiate an automatic firing sequence without releasing the shooter’s finger.\textsuperscript{188} Upon initial review, the ATF ruled that the device was not a “machinegun.”\textsuperscript{189} More than three years after issuing its initial classification, however, the ATF ruled that the device was a “machinegun” under the NFA and GCA.\textsuperscript{190} As such, the ATF required the manufacturer to remove the certain parts from the device and surrender them to the agency.\textsuperscript{191} The manufacturer of the device sued the ATF for its subsequent reversal.\textsuperscript{192}

Another convoluted interpretation of the federal “machinegun” statute stems from the ATF’s AutoGlove classification in 2017.\textsuperscript{193} The AutoGlove was designed as a “trigger activation device,” which was free from permanent attachment to a firearm.\textsuperscript{194} In essence, the device was a battery-operated glove that allowed the shooter to manipulate the trigger at variable speeds by holding the index finger on the weapon’s trigger while simultaneously pressing a button attached to the glove with the shooter’s thumb.\textsuperscript{195} When the shooter pressed the button (known as the “activator plunger”), a motor attached to the index finger instantaneously made contact with the weapon’s trigger and then released.\textsuperscript{196} The action simulated multiple pulls of the trigger and allowed the firearm to cycle and fire “at a rate of up to 1,000 rounds per minute.”\textsuperscript{197}
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The ATF categorized the AutoGlove device as a "combination of parts designed and intended for use in converting a weapon into a machinegun." The agency reasoned that because the device used the activator plunger to activate the drive motor and thereby initiate the firing sequence, the button could be likened to the weapon's "trigger." With the shooter's use of the AutoGlove, the weapon fired more than one round per press of the activator plunger. Thus, according to the agency, the AutoGlove device converted a lawful semi-automatic weapon into an illicit "machinegun."

The most perplexing interpretation of the NFA machinegun definition stems from a letter ruling regarding the original rapid-firing "Gatling Gun." As a forerunner of contemporary fully automatic machineguns, the Gatling Gun is able to fire multiple shots in succession using a hand-powered crank and a number of different barrels. In its original ruling in 1955, the Internal Revenue Service held that the Gatling Gun was not designed to shoot automatically more than one shot with a single function of the trigger. In recent years, the ATF affirmed the IRS's initial ruling and noted that "[t]he rate of fire is regulated by the rapidity of the hand-cranking movement, manually controlled by the operator." According to the ATF, the Gatling Gun is not a machinegun "because it is not a weapon that fires automatically." As such, traditional Gatling Guns are currently outside of the scope of the NFA.

From the foregoing discussion, it is readily apparent that the ATF has had a difficult time classifying innovative weapons under the National Firearms Act. Arguably, the problem does not lie with the text or interpretation of the NFA's "machinegun" definition. Sophisticated firearms manufacturers are well aware of the current firearms laws and increasingly push the boundaries of the NFA with innovative devices. As such, many dangerous weapons currently on the market are developed with the intent to evade NFA "firearm" categorization. If Congress were to promulgate a new category of firearms to include "multiburst trigger activating devices," the ATF would have an easier time regulating semi-automatic weapons which have been manipulated to fire at a high rate, but do not fit squarely within the statutory machinegun definition. Rather than focusing on how the weapon fires once the trigger is pulled, the new category of NFA firearms would place weapons...
intended to fire at similar rates as machineguns within the sphere of lawful regulation.

CONCLUSION

Admittedly, the gun control debate at large cannot be adequately addressed by a single congressional measure or agency action. It should be further acknowledged that federal regulation of weapons intended to replicate automatic fire cannot prevent every firearm-related crime from occurring. The Second Amendment ensures that the fundamental right to bear arms cannot and should not be infringed with an outright ban of all firearms. However, Congress and the courts have recognized that some weapons are more dangerous in the hands of an individual than others and are thus subject to more stringent government regulation. Ostensibly, bump stocks are such weapons. If lawmakers are serious about imposing NFA restrictions on bump stocks, a statutory regime regulating the manufacture, sale, and ownership of "trigger activating devices" is the logical first step.

If Congress were to adopt a new category of NFA firearms to include "multiburst trigger activating devices," the weapons would need to be registered in the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record, which is maintained by the Attorney General. The making or transfer of a "trigger activating device" would require payment of a $200 tax, submission of fingerprints and other information, and ultimate approval by ATF. Furthermore, creating a new category of NFA devices would encourage uniform ATF classifications in contemporary cases where the weapons at issue do not fit within the bounds of the current NFA firearms categories.
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